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The Iran Nuclear Deal – Debunking A Myth. A Short List of “Negative” US Foreign Policy
Decisions
By Don L. Durivan, October 24 2016
With the ﬁrst anniversary of the Iran nuclear deal, known as the Joint Comprehensive Plan of
Action, or JCPOA, recently having passed, and the Obama Administration near its end, this
seems to be a good time to consider one (there are a number) of the myths about the deal,
and put it soundly to bed. Within the Obama Administration and in fact among those within
the Beltway that support the JCPOA is the notion that “Iran needs the agreement, but we
want it”.

The Real Dangers of Nuclear War: Will the UN General Assembly Resolution To Prohibit
Nuclear Weapons “Change Anything Before It Is Too Late”?
By Carla Stea, October 25 2016
This week the United Nations General Assembly will vote on Resolution A/C.1/71/L.41 which
states: “12. Calls upon States participating in the conference to make their best endeavours
to conclude as soon as possible a legally binding instrument to prohibit nuclear weapons,
leading towards their total elimination.” The glacial speed with which General Assembly
resolutions are implemented is notorious. This new resolution, entitled “Taking Forward
Multilateral Nuclear Disarmament Negotiations” can be considered, at least, cosmetic
progress.

Washington’s ‘Pivot to Asia’: A Debacle Unfolding
By Prof. James Petras, October 25 2016
In 2012 President Obama, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and Defense Secretary Ashton
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Carter launched a new chapter in their quest for global dominance: a realignment of
policies designed to shift priorities from the Middle East to Asia. Dubbed the ‘Pivot to Asia’,
it suggested that the US would concentrate its economic, military and diplomatic resources
toward strengthening its dominant position and undercutting China’s rising inﬂuence in the
region.

Building Anti-Imperialist Solidarity in the United States: The Need for Internationalism
By Abayomi Azikiwe, October 25 2016
There is a fundamental weakness in the peoples’ movement in the United States and that is
the necessity for anti-imperialist internationalism. The struggles against racism, national
oppression and class exploitation cannot be separated from the need to end Washington’s
and Wall Street’s interference in the internal aﬀairs of most states throughout the world. In
order to win recognition in these monumental struggles it is heavily dependent upon the
degree to which we can create widespread awareness of the plight of the people of color
communities and the working class in general.

Manipulating Uprisings: Hungary 1956
By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, October 25 2016
Magic, and tragic years, tend to ﬁll the calendar of commemoration for central European
patriots. There are religious intercessions; guiding symbols; omens. Then there are the
calamities, the crushing battles that empty entire classes and countries. For Hungary, a
country ever dreamy and mournful about such events, there are two notable disasters of
rollicking value.
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